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Abstract:
This talk focuses on our ongoing research regarding a task we have coined "quantum edge detection," alternatively referred to as "quantum fragmentation." In one dimension, our aim is to identify the points (edges) at which a chain of qudits undergoes abrupt transitions from an unknown state to another unknown state. For simplicity, we explore a scenario featuring a single edge, uniformly distributed along the chain. We show that this problem can be efficiently formulated as a semidefinite programming (SDP) problem. Notably, despite the increasing number of potential edge locations as the chain's length (N) grows, the optimal protocol achieves a finite limiting probability of success. In the case of qubits, this success probability reaches 0.65, and it increases asymptotically to 1 as the local dimension (d) of the system grows. Furthermore, we briefly touch upon various extensions of the problem, such as closed chains of states and scenarios involving known-unknown states.
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